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Scholastic and co-scholastic report for the month of July 2021

Pre-Primary

Blue Day: Pre-primary

Color Day gives us the opportunity to take our children into a magical world where colors come alive. Each
color so unique and special in making the world we live in so beautiful – Just like each little child in our
care, unique and so very special. Also Color Day celebrations have their own significance of explaining the
kids about primary and secondary colors .

At AVN Vida International School,the color theme for the month of July was- ‘BLUE’. BLUE DAY was
celebrated on Friday, 23rd July 2020 at our premises. All the children from the pre-primary department, and
their teachers, were dressed colorfully to celebrate this occasion. Our tiny tots looked beautiful with their
colored attires. The day began with a morning assembly and continued with various activities. Children
collected various objects related to the color, blue. All the children enjoyed the special day.
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Grade I

Mathematics:

The teachers had an interactive session with the kids regarding different shapes and how to use these
shapes in different patterns to make a rangoli. Kids made their own art of rangoli on a chart using different
shapes.

A shape or figure is the form of an object or its external boundary, outline, or external surface.
Shapes can play important role in the creation of art. They help to create complex drawings and paintings,
affect composition, and contribute to the balance within a work. Shape is a two-dimensional area that is
defined by a change in value or some other form of contrast.

Children can use shapes as a method for sorting objects by using circles, squares, triangles, ovals or
rectangles. Sorting/pattern is an important skill for children as it helps them develop ability to think about
the attributes of objects and how they relate to other objects.   

                           
       

Hindi:

Activities:

● Draw 5
fruits and tell their
names.

● Number
game.

● Rhythm time.
● Color game.
● Showing pictures and tells their names in Hindi on Autodraw app.
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●

Telugu

An activity was conducted for the students to identify the letters from varnamala అ toౠ and also children
enjoyed drawing season’s pictures like summer, spring, rainy and winter. They have enjoyed this activity
and they learned with fun.

Grade II

Mathematics:

ACTIVITY- Abacus activity

The teacher had an interactive session with the kids and discussed about the number representation
on Abacus. They made their own abacus with material: best out of waste, all the abacus were very creative.

There are many ways to teach numbers and math to kids. Some can be fun and exciting and some can
be just plain boring. The abacus is a calculating tool that may be as old as 2700–2300 BC. It has been used
for centuries and is still widely used by merchants, traders, and clerks in Asia, Africa, and elsewhere. It also
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happens to be a great tool to teach numbers and arithmetic to kids. It has colorful beads to make learning
exciting and fun while reinforcing concepts through the child's sense of touch.

The abacus is also great because it can be used to teach simple math—like counting, addition, and
subtraction—as well as more complex operations like multiplication and division.

Kids enjoyed doing the Abacus and then playing with the numbers on it.

EVS:

In the
month
of July
the

facilitator had an
interactive session with kids regarding safety lesson.

Students were much exited to learn about the safety rules which we follow at school, home and on roads

As a part of this lesson they learnt about first aid also. They learnt about when do we give first aid?

And How to give first aid to an injured person and what are the things we need for first aid.

They show very much interest to do this activity.

They organized everything in the first aid box very neatly. And they decorated the box also.

And they learnt about antiseptic liquid, Antiseptic cream, tweezers, Gauze, bandage … etc.

They learnt importance of carrying first aid box during travelling time. And the same month I have

Introduced new lesson healthy habits also to them for that lesson I have used live worksheets.

Children were enjoyed during live worksheet activity.
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Hindi:

Activities:

● Story time.
● Color game.
● On Padlet : https://padlet.com/801vishusaxena/1f9oal9kwfdwlfkt
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● Craft Activity: How to make puppet for puppet show

Telugu:

An Activity was conducted for the students to identify the letters from varnamala అ to ఱ. They have enjoyed
this activity by identifying the letters randomly. This activity helped the student to improve their reading
skills. This will help the student to read the words of 2, 3 and 4 letters.
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Grade III

Mathematics:

ACTIVITY- Abacus activity

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

I had an interactive session with the kids and discussed about the number representation on Abacus.
They made their own abacus with material: best out of waste, all the abacus were very creative.

There are many ways to teach numbers and math to kids. Some can be fun and exciting and some can
be just plain boring. The abacus is a calculating tool that may be as old as 2700–2300 BC. It has been used
for centuries and is still widely used by merchants, traders, and clerks in Asia, Africa, and elsewhere. It also
happens to be a great tool to teach numbers and arithmetic to kids. It has colorful beads to make learning
exciting and fun while reinforcing concepts through the child's sense of touch.

The abacus is also great because it can be used to teach simple math—like counting, addition, and
subtraction—as well as more complex operations like multiplication and division.

Kids enjoyed doing the Abacus and then playing with the numbers on it.
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Social Science:

Social Studies is a subject in
which students learn about social responsibilities, relations, our country, natural phenomena’s and world

around us. Students learn lot of things during discussion of different
ideas
based
on the
lesson.

Different teaching methods
helps to bring out different learning outcomes from the students. For Being Safe lesson, children made
posters and they presented in the class by enlightening us about safety rules at park, road, swimming pool
and at home. Children also learns from peer group by sharing their knowledge. Children actively
participated and showed interest to present their posters in the class.
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Science:

In the month of July the teacher had an interactive session with the kids regarding Living and
Non-living things lesson and plant life lesson Students were very much excited to learn about living things
and non- living things and about plant life

Now they are able to differentiate the things around them whether it is living thing or non –living
thing. They learnt the features of living and non –living things like how living things can grow? How they
can breathe? How they can move from one place to another place?  And how they respond to the changes
around them?  And how they reproduce? And also they learnt the features of non-living things also.

Coming to second activity it is related to plant life as a part of Root system children learnt about the
types of roots like Tap root and Fibrous root and they also learnt about the functions of roots like how root
can hold the plant from the soil and how it helps the plant to grow and how it absorb the water and nutrients
from the soil and extra food stored in the roots like carrots, Radish, Turnip.
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Grade IV

Mathematics:

Mathematics subject teaches children the importance of orderliness, discipline and accuracy. It also nurtures
power of reasoning, creativity, critical thinking and problem solving ability. Nowadays technology plays a
very important role in education, so we feel our students are prepared in a best possible way. We are glad to
use some tools like Quizzez, which encourages student’s active participation in class. So I have used this
tool in my class on topic multiplications. It will have ten multiple choice questions. And after answering all
the questions results will be appeared on screen after submission.

Social Science:

ACTIVITY- Making any one model of a desert, Himalayan mountains or a beach.

Students of Grade-IV proactively participated in making models on the topic Physical features of India like a
desert, a beach or Himalayan mountains. India has every possible landscape that the earth has from cold
mountains to arid deserts, vast plains, hot and humid plateau and wide sea shores and tropical islands, the
physical features of India cover every terrain. Students creatively used best out of materials like newspapers,
cardboards, empty carton boxes, chart papers and paper plates, shells, toys and made their models depicting
different landforms. They could identify and learn about various physical divisions of India, importance of
northern mountains. They could also explain the climatic conditions and features of these regions and collect
information, pictures, drawings of animals, wild life, plants and trees and the habitats in these regions. They
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also shared their models in pad let digital tool. https://padlet.com/soniaavnvis/mrqco9tffrspb6bg

Grade V

Social Science:

ACTIVITY-Poster making “Save the rain forests”

Students of Grade-V proactively participated in the poster making activity about the topic save the rain
forests. They learnt about various places which are located in the torrid zones and they shared and talked
about the features of the equatorial rainforests and climatic conditions. They made creative and colourful
posters on the topic save the Equatorial rain forests and beautiful quotations. They also explored about
different national parks, sanctuaries, wild life and forests around the world and collected information about
variety of plant life , wild life and climatic conditions in these regions. They could understand the
importance of rain forests and what measures to be taken to protect them.
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Mathematics:

List of activities done by Grade-V students:

1. The multiplication and Division Chapter was introduced for the students through Padlet activity.
During the whole activity session, the students were very enthusiastic and proactive. They showed a
lot of interest in solving these problems through various tools. These kinds of online activities help
students to get a better exposure of various online tools and how to use them in answering various
subject questions. Students even explored the tools on their own. They came up with new ways of
attaching pictures on the answers they have written

2. Students also did one Padlet activity on profit and loss. They came up with new ways of attaching
pictures on the answers they have written

3. Students did an activity on Multiplication of 4 and 5 tables using lines and dots. They did this activity
using various colorful beads and Kundans for representing dots.
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Grade VI

Social Science:

ACTIVITY-Rock art activity/paintings depicting cave paintings done by early humans.

Students of Grade-VI proactively participated in creative rock art activity and painted pictures and drawings
depicting early humans on stones, rocks and paper. Students collected information about the past, studied
articles related to cave paintings and life of early humans to explore how people in earlier times used art as a
way to record stories and communicate ideas. By studying paintings and art work on rocks, students
discovered that pictures are more than pretty colours and representations of things we recognize, they are
also a way of communicating beliefs and ideas. In many cases, this is what gives us clues today about what
happened long ago, especially when there are no written records left behind.  students could understand and
appreciate the power of art to tell stories, communicate ideas, and promote understanding of the world
around us. They learnt about images created by people in pre-history and the stories those pictures tell and
showcase how the people of early ages created them and rethinking the origins of art—and of humanity and
try to understand what life was like many, many years ago.
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Independence Day-CBSE Expression Series:

The Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) organized an expression series on celebrating our
Independence Day to mark the 75th Independence day of our country. The theme of the series is  India @75.
The fist expression series for the session  is based on the sub-theme ‘Charting India’s Progress@75’. The
competition was open for all the students under 3 categories i.e. grades 3-5, grades 6-8 and grades 9&10.
The students will be selected at school level and registered in the CBSE expression series App.  The school
level competition was conducted on Tuesday, 20th July 2021. Students of AVN Vida International School
actively participated in the session and obtained their certificated.

The student selected for this series at school level are:

Grades 3- 5 Category: Ms. Omsree Ravirekula

Grades 6-8 Category: Ms. Nitya Agarwal

Grades 9& 10: Master. Suhas.

Congrats students!

Parent Mentor Interaction-PMI
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Parent Mentor Interaction was conducted on Saturday, 24th July 2021 virtually. The main objective of the
meeting was to discuss about the students performance in Periodic Test-1. Many queries regarding the
students performance was mainly dicussed during the interaction between the parent and the teachers.
Parents assured that sincere efforts has been taken by the school and the teachers in providing quality
education to the children for better learning.

Parent were requested to support the students during online classes by checking with their network issues,
regular attendance, and also about extra classes.

They also appreciated the opportunities given to the students through various activities and competitions
during this pandemic time.
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July Month Competition:

The month of July unfurled the joy of learning. The school was a witness to the myriads of activities that
was conducted for all the students on Wednesday, 28th July 2021 and Friday 30th July 2021. Various
competitions like storytelling, elocution, fireless cooking etc., were conducted. The students left everyone
awe-struck as they presented their talent so immaculately and effortlessly. They were applauded for their
superb performance. Parents were invited as the judges for various competitions. Students actively
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participated in the competition and exhibited their unique talents. The program culminated with vote of
thanks to the judges and the participants.

Bonalu Celebration: Pre-Primary

To celebrate glorious, vibrant and unique folk festival’s heritage and culture reflecting traditions of
Telangana the festival 'Bonalu' was celebrated with immense joy by our Kindergarteners. Little ones wore
beautiful traditional attires. Teachers and the young participants made Bonam Art, enacted as if they are
holding Bonam on their head. This helped the students to appreciate the finer nuances associated with this
colourful festival.
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Bonalu Celebration: Grades: I and II

Festivals are perceived as important part of education as they can help to create a sense of national or
cultural community among the students. Celebration of festivals bring students closer to traditional belief.

A special assembly was conducted on Bonaalu led by Grade 1&2 students at AVN VIDA SCHOOL on a
virtual platform. The purpose was to enlighten the students about the spirit of festival, spreading the message
of ‘Importance Of Thankfulness’ in the young minds. It was delight to see students confidently presenting
the assembly by sharing the significance of the festival, traditional attire, song, dance and many more…

 Facilitator of AVN Vida school also discussed about the importance of this festival that Bonaalu is a time to
be thankful and explained how the festival is marked based on the past history. The students were involved
in drawing activity based on the theme of Bonaalu in which they also learnt to draw and colour the Bonam
and greeted each other ‘Happy Bonaalu’ with love and affection.

Both teachers and children enjoyed the Bonaalu celebration wholeheartedly.
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Bakrid Celebration: Grades PPI-II

Celebrating events and festivals in our school has become an integral part of learning and building a strong
cultural belief develop respect and understanding for each other’s customs and traditions. Our children were
engaged in the festive occasion by making a greeting card and craft of the animal, sheep. Young ones
enthusiastically not only participated in the activity but also understood the importance of festival and its
significance that teaches us the life skill of, ‘Sharing is caring’.
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NEP- Prime Mister Speech:

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has addressed the nation at 4.30 pm today to mark the first anniversary of the
new National Education Policy (NEP) 2020. This is the first education policy of the 21st century and
replaces the thirty-four-year-old National Policy on Education (NPE), 1986.

On the first anniversary occasion of the NEP 2020, PM Modi said, The generation that will reap benefits of
NEP will lead our nation.

Key Initiatives Launched:
Prime Minister launched several initiatives as the latest introduction in the education sphere 
-- Academic Bank of Credit that will provide multiple entry and exit options for students in Higher
education
-- Engineering Programmes in Regional Languages
-- Guidelines for Internationalization of Higher Education
--  Vidya Pravesh, a three-month play-based school preparation module for class 1 students
-- Indian Sign Language as a subject at the secondary level
-- NISHTHA 2.0, an integrated programme of teacher training designed by NCERT
-- SAFAL (Structured Assessment For Analyzing Learning Levels) a competency-based assessment
framework for classes 3, 5 and 8 in CBSE schools
-- Website dedicated to  Artificial Intelligence training.
-- National Digital Education Architecture (NDEAR)
-- National Education Technology Forum (NETF).

The Report:

● PM Launches Online Course in AI in Regional Language
27



PM Modi launched AI for All programme which is aimed at training at least 1 million people in the first
year of its launch. It is a 4-hour online course that enables anyone to learn the basics about artificial
intelligence. It is developed by CBSE, Ministry of Education, and Intel India..

● Indian Sign Language Given Status of Language Subject
For the first time, Indian Sign Language has been given the status of a language subject. Now sign
language will be taught as any spoken language such as English, Hindi, Marathi, or any other language
in school. Now students will be able to read it as a language. The initiative will ensure inclusivity for
hearing and speech impaired students who use sign language to express themselves. "This will give a big
boost to Indian Sign Language, will help our Divyang colleagues a lot," said PM Modi.

● Education in Mother Tongue to Ensure Access to Education for Rural India: PM
Offering higher education in regional languages will ensure students hailing from lower-income, rural
families who are capable but not trained in English will get access to education. This will ensure no one
is discriminated against based on language, said Modi. He informed that more courses will be offered in
regional languages and AICTE is creating database to allow colleges to offer courses in mother tongue,
if there is a requirement.

● 14 Colleges to offer Engineering Degrees in regional languages
A total of 14 engineering colleges across 8 states will offer engineering degrees. This includes Hindi,
Marathi, Tamil, Telugu, and Bengali — from the new academic year (2020-21). The AICTE is
translating courses and creating online and offline content in 11 different languages.

● Diksha gets 5 core hits a day, says PM Modi
The Diksha portal (government's e-learning platform gets 5 core hits a day and has registered over 23
crore hits in the past one year of pandemic, informed Modi. PM said, the youth of the nation is ready for
change and need new-age resources to fulfil their dreams.

● PM Launches NETF
Prime Minister Modi launched National Educational Technology Forum (NETF). The NETF is one of
the many suggestions under the National Education Policy (NEP) 2020. It is an autonomous policy
which will enable free exchange of ideas on the use of technology to enhance learning, assessment,
planning, administration and so on, both for school and higher education.

● NEP Propose
The NEP proposes sweeping changes including opening up of Indian higher education to foreign
universities, dismantling of the UGC and the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE),
introduction of a four-year multidisciplinary undergraduate programme with multiple exit options, and
discontinuation of the MPhil programme.

● SAFAL
The Prime Minister highlighted the openness and absence of pressure in the New Education Policy. He
said that there is openness at the policy level and openness is also visible in the options available to the
students.  Options like multiple entry and exit will free students from the restrictions of staying in one
class and one course. Similarly, the modern technology-based Academic Bank of Credit system will
bring revolutionary change. This will give confidence to the student in choosing stream and subjects.
'Structured Assessment for Analyzing Learning levels', SAFAL will take away the fear of examination.
The Prime Minister reiterated that these new programmes have the capability to change India’s destiny.

● PM Modi Launches Vidya Pravesh
PM Modi launches Vidya Pravesh. It is a curriculum created by NCERT. It is a three-month school
entering module to teach students numerical and alphabetic literacy. The aim is to strong basic
foundation of literacy in students entering schools.

● ` National Digital Education Architecture (NDEAR) :
NDEAR will be unveiled soon and  once it is  launched, it will  “provide diverse education eco-system
architecture for development of digital infrastructure, a federated but interoperable system that will
ensure autonomy of all stakeholders, especially States and UTs."

● NISHTHA 2.0, an integrated programme of teacher training designed by NCERT
NCERT has planned to continue NISHTHA - integrated teacher training using DIKSHA platform and
reach out to 42 Lakh elementary school teachers and its further extension to all as well.Courses for
teachers will be launched sequentially and conducted in batchers. Each course varies in the time duration
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where there will be flexibility for teachers to complete the course. Each course will have learning
resources like video, reading material, reflective activities, practice activities, self assessment quiz etc.
NCERT will conduct courses in English and Hindi. 
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